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Abstract: Cloud computing is the most recent continuation of parallel computing, distributed computing and grid computing. Basically it is a 
parallel and distributed system containing various powerfully interconnected virtualized machines. Virtual machines are assigned over system to 
give administrations to users. The major problem nowadays occurs in cloud computing is Load Balancing. Basically it is a term used to spread 
jobs tasks over multiple networks. This paper defines the parallel processor scheduling technique in cloud computing environment. The 
proposed technique of Random Forest with integration of Extremal Optimization improves the efficiency and results of the tasks spreaded into 
multiple networks defined by the parameters like speedup, makespan time, migration cost etc. which indicates better outcomes of proposed 
technique than the existing one. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, cloud computing is an emerging field in 
information technology, next generation of computing. It 
provides very extensive measure of computing and storage 
Service gave to users through the internet which follows 
pay-as-you-go model [1]. The emerging area in an IT 
environment is Cloud Computing. The term Cloud 
Computing has been termed with two parts in it i.e. one is 
cloud and other is computing [2]. With the improvement of 
parallel processing, circulated registering, framework 
figuring, another figuring model showed up called 
distributed computing. Focus on cloud computing is to 
provide a cost effective and user friendly platform for all 
resources to be utilized productively [2]. It becomes one of 
the exponentially growing technologies. It provides 
computing as utility to meet the needs of users. Cloud 
computing models broadly classified into four groups. 
Public, Private, Hybrid, Community. These services further 
broadly classified into three types: [3] [8] Platform as a 
Service, Software as a Service, and Infrastructure as a 
Service [8]. 
i. PaaS (Platform as a Service): It is given to user to show 

onto cloud framework buyer made or gotten applications 
made using programming languages. This model gives 
the client a stage which can be utilized to make, create, 
run and manage applications. 

ii. SaaS (Software as a Service): It is given to client gave 
requests running on cloud framework. Requests are open 
from different user administrations. By utilizing this 
model, client can utilize an application online without  
the requirement for establishment. 

iii. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service): It is provided to 
consumers the arrangement of handling, storage 
networking and other critical figuring assets where user 
can quantify and run subjective programming which can 
incorporate working framework and programming. By 
utilizing this model client can lease infrastructure. [8].  

 
Figure 1: Load Balancing in Cloud Computing 

 
In cloud computing environment, load balancing is an 
important aspect. The main objective behind load balancing 
is to allocate the whole load of work to entire cloud [1]. 
Load balancing algorithm helps the resource to have 
optimized utilization with proper destination of resources to 
the cloud user in pay-as-you-say manner [2]. It is a process 
of reallocating the total load of distributing system into 
individual nodes to ensure that no node is burdened and no 
nodes were loaded or idle. It is an optimization technique in 
which  task  scheduling  is  NP  hard  optimization  
problem.  
Load balancing is used to divide the load of virtual machine 
over all nodes to enhance resources, service utilization and 
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give high fulfillment to clients. Because of load sharing 
each node can work effectively, information can be received 
and sent immediately [11] [22]. 
The circumstances of few servers extremely loaded rejects 
while servers that are thinly loaded as far as CPU loaded 
proportion in load balancing [24]. Let’s take an example 
that shows load balancing in cloud computing. If we make 
one application on cloud and numerous users are required to 
get it at any one time. Response time to hundred persons 
will be moderate and hosts will end up plainly, active 
rapidly bringing about moderate reaction and unsuitable 
clients [9]. If we implement load balancing on our  
applications then task will be divided at different hubs and 
we can get huge improvement reaction and effective 
response [20]. 
Load balancing is a NP-complete issue technique as the 
extent of issue expands, the measure of the  resolution 
extents too that implies more demands come to cloud, it 
gets hard to do adjusting among the several virtual 
machines [20] [21]. Genetic algorithm is much famous for 
resolving of NP- complete issues. This system has a place 
with the class of evolutionary algorithm that creates  
arrangements encouraged by natural solution [28]. By 
allocating the data centre using cloud sim software 
programme the performance of cloud computing is 
evaluated, having their purposes are: decrease total cost, 
recognize response time, classify data center hourly loading 
[6]. Distributed computing is a state in which a collecting of 
free and geographically dispersed system participate to take 
care of the complex issues each by clarifying the piece of 
organization and afterward interacting the outcomes from 
all computer systems [29].This paradigm allows before 
infeasible research. It also inspires public awareness of 
current scientific research. Access control is referred with 
supposing out in cloud computing environment that which 
user has which right for the organization or resources. This 
allots the whole load of the system to sub systems or 
servers. The aim of access control system is to keep the 
system resources against unauthorised or illegal access by 
users [37]. 
Access control is the field of dispersed applications, 
distributive supportive environments like cloud computing, 
where many clients access the resources and services are 
called distributed access control [4] [13]. Cloud computing 
exploits the information of virtual machines and collect 
material on virtual machines comparatively than physical 
machines. Load balancing is the main part of cloud 
computing environment [38]. It is a process of dividing the 
entire load amongst system, different node to make viable 
application of resource usage and to increase system 
execution. 
The fundamental issue in cloud computing system is related 
to task scheduling where scheduler finds an optimal 
solution in cost effective manner [39]. The process of 
scheduling in cloud is defined in three stages: 
Resource Discovering and Filtering: Data centres broker 
learns the incomes present in network system and collect 
position material related to them [31]. 
Resource Selection: Based on definite parameters of job and 
resource target resource is designated. This is significant 
stage [31]. 
Task Submission: Task is submitted to the resource that is 
selected [31]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Scheduling in Cloud Computing 

 
Task scheduling issue is mainly focus on to find the best or 
Optimal resource in order to minimize the total dispensation 
time of virtual machines [26]. Cloud task scheduling is a 
NP-hard optimization problem which is best resolvable 
using meta-heuristic algorithm [30]. Meta-heuristics are the 
strategies which are basically at high level that control on 
essential more problems to definite heuristic to raise their 
performance [31][27]. Different meta-heuristic methods 
useful like genetic algorithm (GA), ant colony optimization 
(ACO), simulated annealing (SA), particleswarm 
optimization (PSO), and many more to solve task 
scheduling issue [21]. In task scheduling, allocating a 
specific task at particular period of instance to definite 
resources are to be done. A task is only a little bit of work 
that is to be influenced within exact time frame [44]. Cloud 
information service manager gives the knowledge about the 
position of resources to the cloud task scheduler that is 
available to complete the allocated task. The major goal of 
task scheduling is to improve the resource utilization and 
waiting time of the task [6]. 
 
II. TECHNIQUES USED 
 
Cloud Optimization is quick moving from a grand to need 
as cloud administrations come to build a growingly huge  
part of associations’ general IT infrastructure [10]. 
Optimization plays a critical part in defining techniques for 
financial specialists and it is characteristically a discrete 
Multiobjective optimization issue whose choice criteria 
dispute with each other. 
 
III. EXTREMAL OPTIMIZATION 
 
Extremal Optimization is an stimulating nature- inspired 
optimization technique. It was suggested by Boettcher and 
Percuss influenced the Bak-Seneppen self- organized active 
critically [5]. 
It is well said that variety of everyday work optimization 
troubles can be expressed as controlled optimization 
problems[7].  
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The difficulties of supposing out the forced optimization 
issues get from different cut-off points on decision factors, 
the basics of included constraints, disturbance among 
restrictions and the interrelationship between the unbiased 
functions and desires [7]. 
Problems like multiplicity of combinatorial optimization 
extremal optimization have been effectively used [25][33]. 
Uses of EO to mandatory optimization issues are mostly 
rare. EO algorithm with adaptable control handling methods 
called EO-ACD for constraint optimization issues [15]. 
Basic idea behind EO-ACD is combining of actual coded 
EO and flexible dealing techniques of limits [23] [36]. It is 
even not a simple task to attain an executable result. As an 
outcome, various algorithms with constraints handling 
techniques have been proposed to achieve better execution. 
This optimization called Extremal Optimization (EO) so the 
constrained optimization has been resolved [36]. EO built 
load balancing algorithm offered in which determination of 
better constrained area of arrangement has being enhanced 
was completely arbitrary [27]. Load balancing with guided 
EO which has been discovered gives much of the time 
preferred outcomes over EO and hereditary calculation in 
view of completely irregular choice, EO for processor load 
balancing throughout execution of conveyed projects [18]. 
This approach is utilized to once in a while identify the best 
assignment as contender for relocated undertakings [34]. To 
diminish the complexity of determination for movement 
guided EO calculations accept two stage stochastic choices 
on arrangement flawlessness in light of two different 
appropriateness functions. [37]. The capacities depend on 
particular program models which figure the relations 
amongst projects and official equipment. Work shop is one 
of an outstanding NP-hard improvement issues. Extremal 
improvement is a transformative meta-heuristic strategy that 
more than once substitutes undesirable factors in current 
arrangement with an arbitrary esteem and advances itself 
toward ideal arrangement [38] [35]. 

 
A. RANDOM FOREST: 
Random forest or random decision forests arejoint 

learning strategies for course of action, inversion, and 
various undertakings so that the work by making large count 
of trees chosen at the time of preparing and the class being 
afforded is the method of the classes or mean gauge of the 
discrete trees[14]. The general technique for irregular choice 
backwoods was first proposed by HO in 1995 who 
establishes that forestry of trees part. Irregular woodland has 
turned out to be basic place in numerous PC vision 
applications [49]. Their quality for the most part determined 
by their high computational adequacy amid both preparing 
and evaluation while as yet having the capacity to 
accomplish condition of craftsmanship exactness [40]. 
Arbitrary timberland is an order framework expects to help 
the demonstration of arrangement strategies. It depends on 
procedure of building various classifiers and afterward on 
the whole utilizes them all to distinguish unlabelled 
occurrences [41].  
It is a machine learning strategy, based planned packing and 
irregular component choice numbers of choice trees are 
created [46]. Two broadly utilized methodologies could be 
recognized; to be specific boosting and bagging [2]. 
Boosting: It is an additive process of building a arrangement 
of classifiers, where work of each classifier on inaccurately 

categorized occurrences of the previous one in the sequence 
[43].  
Bagging: It is the method where each classifier collectively 
built using randomly data drawn where each classifier gives 
an equal vote while making unmarked occurrences[43].  
The more stronger than boosting against over fitting model 
is bagging. The main illustrative of bagging is Random 
Forest. Size of random forest is specific and differs from one 
data set to another. Due to randomization encouraged during 
creation, and its huge size random forest has at best been 
described as black-box [51]. Random forest fits into the 
family of classifier joint that use randomization to produce a 
diverse pool of individual classifiers [51]. Random forest 
has developed as one of the maximum normally used 
classification method. Several characteristics that make it 
ideal are:  
It can be utilized when there is numerous bigger numbers of 
factors than illuminations  
It has great prescient execution notwithstanding when most 
prescient factors are more  
It doesn't over fit  
It doesn't deal with mix of unmistakable and consistent 
indicators [51]. 
Random forest algorithm uses the concept bagging with 
different randomization technique called feature 
selection[42]. The two key of optimization problem must 
have in order for active programming to be applicable are: 
Optimal Substructure: Optimal arrangement shown for 
problems, if problem of finest solution contains optimum 
solution to sub problems [42]. 
Overlapping sub-problems: When we get similar issues 
again and again with recursive algorithm then it is said that 
enhancement issue has covering sub-issues. 
Random Forest method is existing as machine learning 
technique, which won't bring about over-fitting issue and 
parameters are not difficult to be tuned [42]. Grey Relational 
projection (GRP) is presented to select same ancient 
material to make random forest models. In random forest, 
number of trees formed having each tree made uses 
randomly drawn amounts from the informational collection 
[50]. Randomization is likewise linked while selecting the 
best node to split on for every one of the trees [43]. It is 
combination of tree analysts in a way that each tree is 
dependent upon the costs of a random vector tested 
discretely with the exact same distribution of all the trees in 
the forest [45].  
The simplification error for forests joins i.e. as far as 
possible, for example, the quantity of trees in the forests 
turns out to be vast [46]. The simplification error of woods 
of tree classifiers relies on upon the quality of the individual 
trees in the forest and relationship between them [45]. 
Random Forest is a proficient information mining algorithm 
which can be utilized for system disruption 
acknowledgement [48] [47]. Network interference discovery 
system is one of the vital mechanisms in any network 
security infrastructure [48]. Machine learning classifiers 
such as random forest have showed unusual execution on 
several practical issues and are being developed for mapping 
and indicating natural resources and ranger service to a 
considerable degree. 
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I. RELATED WORK: 

Neeta Patil et al. [2017] [32]evaluated an extremely 
effective processing condition is given by cloud computing 
where the clients or a few renters need various assets to be 
given as an administration over the internet. The use of 
assets is to be planned effectively with the goal that it helps 
in diminishing the ideal opportunity for task to be 
completed. Task scheduling is most basic and vital part in 
distributed computing condition. In task scheduling 
allotment of specific assignments to specific assets at a 
specific time case is finished. There are numerous methods 
which can be proposed to look after the difficulties of task 
scheduling. This characterized various resource scheduling 
algorithms in cloud computing environment.  
Akash Dave et al. [2016] [17] suggested very extensive 
measure of computing and storage Service gave to users 
through the internet which follows pay-as-you-go model. 
Most of the issues noticed in cloud are resource uncovering 
fault tolerance, load balancing and security. Load balancing 
is one of the main challenges, important technique, and 
critical issue and plays an important role which is required 
to divide the whole load of work or task equally across the 
nodes or servers. It provides a detailed summary of the load 
balancing optimization techniques of evolutionary and 
swarm based algorithms which will help to overcome the 
optimization problems or resource utilization. 
Jianguo Chen et al. [2017] [16] analysed a Parallel 
Random Forest (PRF) algorithm for vast information on the 
Apache Spark stage. The PRF algorithm is upgraded in view 
of a hybrid approach consolidating information parallel and 
task parallel optimization. From the point of view of data 
parallel optimization, a vertical information dividing 
strategy is performed to decrease the information 
correspondence cost viably, and an information multiplexing 
technique is performed to permit the preparation dataset to 
be reused and reduce the volume of data. From the point of 
view of task parallel optimization, a double parallel 
approach is completed in the preparation procedure of RF, 
and an errand Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is made by 
the parallel preparing procedure of PRF and the reliance of 
the Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) objects. At that 
point, diverse task schedulers are conjured for the 
undertakings in the DAG. In addition, to enhance the 
calculation's exactness for substantial, high-dimensional, 
and loud information, we play out a measurement 
diminishment approach in the preparation procedure and a 
weighted voting approach in the forecast procedure 
preceding parallelization. Broad test comes about 
demonstrate the prevalence and remarkable points of interest 
of the PRF calculation over the important calculations 
executed by Spark lib and different reviews as far as the 
grouping exactness, execution, and adaptability. 
Hussain A Makasarwala et al. [2016][26] defined a 
genetic algorithm (GA) basedapproach for load balancing in 
cloud. For populace introduction, need of demand is viewed 
as in view of their time. The thought behind the considering 
the need is to get true perception. In Real World Scenario 
asks for have a few needs can utilize for our Algorithm. 
Recreation of the proposed technique is finished utilizing 
Cloud Analyst. Re-enactment Results demonstrates that 
proposed technique performs well at that point existing once 
with some real world picture. 

Sidra Aslam et al. [2015] [19] detailed the load on the 
cloud is expanding hugely with the improvement of new 
applications. Load balancing is a critical piece of cloud 
computing condition which guarantees that all gadgets or 
processors perform same measure of work in equivalent 
measure of time. Distinctive models and algorithms for load 
balancing in cloud computing has been created with the 
intend to make cloud assets available to the end clients 
effortlessly and accommodation. It is organized and 
extensive structure of the exploration on load balancing 
algorithms in cloud computing. It reviews the best in class 
load balancing instruments and methods over the time of 
2004-2015. We aggregate existing methodologies gone for 
giving burden adjusting in a reasonable way. we give a 
simple and brief perspective of the basic model embraced by 
each approach. 
Xiaoyu WU et al. [2015] [42] formulateda new two-stage 
hybrid algorithm planned to take care of these two issues is 
proposed. Random Forest (RF) strategy is presented as the 
machine learning technique, which won't bring about over-
fitting issue and parameters are anything but difficult to be 
tuned. Moreover, Gary Relational Projection (GRP) is 
acquainted with select comparative authentic information to 
prepare irregular woodland models. The last estimating 
outcomes in view of genuine load information demonstrate 
this new two-organize strategy performs superior to the next 
two normal strategies. 
Ivanoe De Falco et al. [2014] [37]studied techniques for 
utilizing Extremal Optimization (EO) for processor load 
balancing throughout execution of appropriated tasks. A 
load balancing calculation for groups of multicore 
processors is introduced and talked about. In this algorithm 
the EO approach is utilized to intermittently identify the best 
jobs as possibility for movement and for a guided choice of 
the best processors to get the moved assignments. To 
diminish the unpredictability of choice for relocation, we 
propose a guided  EO calculation which accept a two-stage 
stochastic determination amid the arrangement change in 
light of two separate wellness capacities. The capacities 
depend on particular program models which appraise 
relations between the projects and the official equipment. 
The proposed stack adjusting calculation is evaluated by 
analyses with mimicked stack adjusting of disseminated 
program diagrams. The algorithm is contrasted against an 
EO based algorithm and irregular arrangement of relocated 
undertakings and an exemplary hereditary algorithm. 
Xu Wang et al. [2011] [3]populated that with the 
advancement of parallel processing, appropriated 
registering, matrix figuring, another registering model 
showed up, called distributed computing. It plans to share 
information, counts, and administrations straightforwardly 
among clients of a monstrous framework. It turned into a hot 
issue for its focal points, for example, "decrease costs", 
"increment business adaptability" as well as "give business 
progression". It depicted what is distributed computing and 
took Google's distributed computing methods for instance, 
summed up key procedures, for example, information 
stockpiling technology (Google File System), information 
administration innovation (Big Table), and in addition 
programming model and undertaking planning model 
(MapReduce), utilized as a part of distributed 
computing, and afterward some case of distributed 
computing sellers were represented and looked at. 
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Qingyang Meng et al.  [2009] [12]formulated that in 
parallel cluster registering, an un-adaptable load adjusting 
calculation can strongly influence the execution of figuring. 
To go for this case, advances a straight powerful load 
adjusting model and examinations the steadiness of this 
direct model on the state of existing time delay. Base on 
dissecting comes about, this paper utilizes a heap adjusting 
addition to control this model with the expanding 
framework scale. At last, a more helpful nonlinear model is 
proposed and the re-enactment results are given to contrast 
and examining comes about and other load adjusting 
techniques. 
 

II. GAPS: 
 

i. Variables do not clearly define general definition of 
fitness that may prove ambiguous.  

ii. Slows down significantly by the fitness re-
evaluating process in the case of highly connected 
systems. 

iii. The parallel extremal optimization based load 
balancing has not considered the tunning 
parameters. 

iv. The multi-objective tunning is also ignored in the 
existing literature. 

v. The uses of machine learning strategies for 
efficient load balancing have also been ignored. 

 
 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Extremal Optimization is implemented in processor load 
balancing in accomplishment of distributed programming. It 
is a nature-inspired meta-heuristic technique. This algorithm 
finds an optimized strategy of task migration. This helps in 
minimizing the program execution time. Experimental 
results supports applications of parallel EO for load 
balancing successfully an evolutionary based on working of 
top solution in optimization process by improvement of 
choice of poorest mechanisms. EO may reduce count of job 
migration needed to equalize processors loads. EO simply 
based on betterment of only resolution representation with 
low memory and operational complexities focused with 
requirements of load balancing problems. The improved 
algorithm of extremal optimization is formed that is guided-
state extremal optimization is produced to get the improved 
results of the solutions of worst components. This approach 
evaluates the several versions of EO based on parallelism. 
This dissertation will propose machine learning based EO 
technique for efficient load balancing. The proposed 
technique will utilize random forest algorithm to construct 
optimal schedulers. Also multi-objective criteria will be 
used to enhance the result further. 
 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLGY: 

A. This section contains the graphical representation 
of proposed technique, consisting of various steps 
which are required to successfully accomplish the 
suggested algorithm. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

B. The proposed technique is designed using 
MATLAB R2010a.  

 
Following are the steps which explain the extremal 
optimization algorithm with random forest in the form of 
pseudo code and defined in step by step: 
 

Algorithm: Extremal Optimization with Random Forest 
(EORF) 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

• In definite sequential EO algorithms iterative updates of 
single solution Y formed with number of elements yithat 
are variables of problems [52].  

Initialize application 
and load balancing 
infrastructure 

Wait for node load 
state change 

Store nodes load 
state 

Check load 
balancing using 
random forest 

Load 
imbalance 
detected? 

No Initialize EO-GS 
according to 
nodes load state 

Yes 

EO-GS 

Bulk physical 
migration of tasks 
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• Value of ¥i that is local fitness function of ¥ measures the 
worst component of ¥v in the solution. 

•  At every iteration Y is modified by arbitrarily updating 
the worst element. Solution Y’ that is global fitness 
function formed in place of Y because Y is improved at 
every repetition step by arbitrarily informing poorest 
adaptable. 

• Y’ replaces Y if global fitness function is better than that 
of Y. 

• By using the probabilistic function α-EO version, local 
optimum EO avoids, where α is user defined parameter. 

• Minimum problem solved by α-EO solution elements 
assigned ranks Z, 1<=Z=>n, where n is number of 
elements consistently increases with their local fitness 
value. 

• Worst component Yi is of rank 1 while finest one is of 
rank n. 

• Element assortment possibility pzover rank Z is defined 
as proportional to Z-α for value of parameter α.  

• At every iteration component rank z nominated in 
modern result Y affording to Yi using roulette wheel. 

• It is supposed that load balancing algorithms 
enthusiastically control assignments of program tasks Tz , 
z€ {1……[T]} to processors n, n€ {0,1….[N]-1}, where 
T is set of tasks and N are computing nodes. 

• For the evaluation of load of the system two indicators 
are used 

• First one is that job refunding calculating power of nodes 
take place at different nodes 

• Function standardised in range of[0,1] 
• Homogeneous communication is a link of whole 

value of total exterior announcement capacity and 
total communication volume of all communication. 

• in heterogeneous decision-making systems 
analogous measures of the communication time are 
used: 

 

  
    
    
  

• function migration(Y) is a migration costs metrics , 
value of this function is in the range [0, 1], i.e., it is 
equal to 0 when there is no migration, when all 
tasks have to be migrated , migration(Y) = 1, 
otherwise 0 ≤ migration(Y) ≤ 1 [3]: 

 
 

 
Where Y is the currently considered solution and Y* is the 
previous solution  
 

• function random forest tress(Y) represents the 
numerical computational load random forest tress 
metrics in the solution Y, equal to 1 when in Y 
there exists at least one unpacked calculating node, 
else equal to the standardized average absolute 
computational load deviation of tasks in Y, 
determined in the definition below: 

 

 

 

 
• global fitness function ¥(Y) is defined as follows: 

 

 
 

 
• local fitness function of the component t is 

computed assuming that the task t is assigned to the 
processor µt,   ¥parameter (0 < ¥ < 1) allows 
modification of the weight of the computational 
load metrics in contradiction of the communication 
metrics anxious with a component t (task t assigned 
to processor _t) 

 
 
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 
 

i. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: 
Performance analysis comprises the efficient interpretations 
to improve the performance and expand the decision 
making, mostly provided through the establishment of 
objective statistically. We have used the initially loaded 
workload that contains 100 jobs that need to be balanced. 
Each job contains its own processor. More is the speed of 
processors, lesser is the execution time of the jobs. Number 
of parameters of the problem to be optimized is defined as 
by D is 100. Total 5 parameters used for the evaluation of 
the problem and to derive the better results and efficiency. 
Destination number that is the number of optimization 
sources equal to half of the colony size is defined by NP/2. 
Maximum numbers of iterations are maxcycle is 100.The 
results are taken after the loop of 100 iterations, out of 
which, maximum execution time is marked as makespan of 
the first schedule. In the same way, all the parameters are 
calculated. 

 
ii. RESULTS: 

This section defines the graph methodology with 
the help of parameters like execution time, make span time, 
mean turnaround time, speedup, migration cost to describe 
the effective results of scheduling in cloud computing 
environment. In the tables given below, computed 15 values 
for each parameter and compared in three ways that is 
denoted as without optimization, extremal optimization( 
denoted as existing technique), extremal with random forest( 
denoted as proposed technique). The graphical results for all 
the metrices are shown in figures given below: 
 
EXECUTION TIME: The execution time for a job is 
characterized as how much time a system takes to execute a 
given assignment which incorporates the time taken, 
executing run time or system benefits for its sake. The 
mechanism or formula used to calculate execution time for a 
particular task is defined as follows: 
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Execution Time = Stop Time – Start Time 
 
While comparing the readings in Table 1, we can say that 
proposed method has been proved better than Without 
Optimization and Extremal Optimization. Figure 3 shows 
that the proposed algorithm optimizes the execution time in 
an efficient way, in comparison to both the techniques. 

 
Table  1: Execution Time Values 

Execution 
Time 

Without 
optimization 

Existing 
technique  

Proposed 
technique 

1. 15.1840 15.0259 14.8238 
2. 3.7853 3.6336 3.4647 
3. 3.7617 3.6197 3.4454 
4. 3.7505 3.549 3.4198 
5. 3.7830 3.6374 3.4654 
6. 3.7183 3.5774 3.4072 
7. 3.7370 3.5955 3.4229 
8. 3.7408 3.5980 3.4114 
9. 3.7324 3.5941 3.4180 
10. 3.7289 3.5904 3.4162 
11. 3.7350 3.5945 3.4258 
12. 3.7252 3.5850 3.4105 
13. 3.7097 3.5759 3.4072 
14. 3.8279 3.6787 3.4827 
15. 3.7208 3.5807 3.4111 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Execution Time Comparison 

 
MEAN TURNAROUND TIME: Turnaround time is 
characterized as the aggregate time between the job 
submission and the yield given to the client. It might shift 
for different programming languages relying upon the 
designer of the product or the program. 
 

 where N is 
no.of jobs. 
 
Table 2 shows the results of comparison in the terms of 
mean turnaround values. Figure 4 describes that the 
computed the values of turnaround time while using the 

proposed method is lesser than the values evaluated using 
existing techniques. 
 

Table  2: Mean Turnaround Time: 

Turnaround 
Time 

Without 
optimization 

Existing 
technique 

Proposed 
technique 

1. 6.0800 5.6863 3.9983 
2. 6.0800 6.1184 3.9748 
3. 6.0800 4.7098 3.7309 
4. 6.0800 5.1941 3.5737 
5. 6.0800 5.2813 4.0110 
6. 6.0800 4.7354 3.7529 
7. 6.0800 4.9628 4.1118 
8. 6.0800 5.1180 3.7974 
9. 6.0800 4.6445 4.0516 
10. 6.0800 6.1809 4.4230 
11. 6.0800 4.6613 3.8132 
12. 6.0800 4.7965 4.0472 
13. 6.0800 5.2615 3.8721 
14. 6.0800 3.6787 3.8645 
15. 6.0800 5.1761 3.777 

  

 
 

Figure 2: Turnaround Time Comparison 

MAKESPAN TIME:  The makespan of a undertaking is the 
aggregate time that omissions by from the earliest starting 
point to the end. The term usually shows up with regards to 
planning. There is a confusing scheme that is made out of a 
few sub-undertakings 
 

 where i=1, 2….P and P represents 
the total number of  processors. 
Table 3 shows the results of comparison in the terms of 
makespan values. Figure 5 describes that the computed 
makespan while using the proposed method is lesser than 
the values evaluated using existing techniques. 
 

Table  3: Makespan Time 

Makespan Without 
optimization 

Existing 
technique  

Proposed 
technique 

1. 43 8 5 
2. 42 8 5 
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3. 44 6 5 
4. 44 7 5 
5. 44 7 5 
6. 44 6 5 
7. 44 7 5 
8. 43 7 5 
9. 43 6 5 
10. 44 8 6 
11. 44 6 5 
12. 44 6 5 
13. 44 7 5 
14. 44 7 5 
15. 44 7 5 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Makespan Comparison 

SPEED UP:  Speedup is defined as a process that increases 
the performance between two systems handling the same 
problem. It is the development in speed of execution of a 
task executed on two parallel architectures with different 
resources. 
 
The experimental results of existing and proposed 
techniques are listed in Table 4. The graph in Figure 6 is 
showing comparison of speedup between the traditional 
algorithm and proposed algorithm. As it can be seen that the 
proposed method is more efficient than other methods 
 

Table  4: Speedup Values 
 

Speed Up Without 
optimization 

Existing 
technique  

Proposed 
technique 

1. 0.5212 0.5256 0.5308 
2. 1.2844 1.3099 1.3395 
3. 1.2883 1.3123 1.3430 
4. 1.2902 1.3166 1.3476 
5. 1.2848 1.3093 1.3394 
6. 1.2955 1.3196 1.3500 
7. 1.2924 1.3165 1.3471 
8. 1.2918 1.3161 1.3492 
9. 1.2932 1.3167 1.3480 
10. 1.2938 1.3174 1.3483 

11. 1.2928 1.3167 1.3466 
12. 1.2944 1.3183 1.3493 
13. 1.2970 1.3199 1.3500 
14. 1.2774 1.3022 1.3363 
15. 1.2951 1.3191 1.3492 

 

 
Figure 4: Speedup Values Comparison 

MIGRATION COST: Migration cost is defined as the ratio 
of migration to be done while calculating the values of the 
existing and the proposed technique to number of processors 
allocating to each job. 

; where NP is number of 
processors 
Table 5 shows the results of migration cost as obtained by 
implementing existing and proposed techniques. The Figure 
7 depicts better performance of suggested method than the 
existing algorithms in terms of migration cost. 
Table  5: Migration Cost: 
 
Migration 
Cost 

Without 
optimization 

Existing 
technique  

Proposed 
technique 

1. 26 19 16 
2. 27 15 10 
3. 21 11 10 
4. 26 19 13 
5. 26 18 19 
6. 25 17 15 
7. 24 20 18 
8. 23 12 17 
9. 24 20 13 
10. 28 19 19 
11. 26 12 14 
12. 22 13 13 
13. 27 20 17 
14. 25 20 15 
15. 27 20 13 
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Figure 5: Migration Cost Comparison 

 
VI.CONCLUSION: 
 
Much attention has been paid to parallel processor 
scheduling synthesis and optimization used Extremal 
Optimization and Random Forest algorithms. In general, 
Extremal Optimization (EO) is able to provide good 
solutions, but with large computational efforts.  In this novel 
study, the integration technique for parallel cloud scheduling 
using mutation and crossover operators based on EO and 
Random Forest is introduced. The experimental results 
demonstrate that the suggested method outperforms the 
available techniques with respect to different quality 
metrics. The further enhancement of this study involves the 
evaluation of algorithm by Random Forest, its actual 
scientific workload in a real-time cloud computing 
environment. In this work we have neglected the effect of 
failures. The better and efficient results are produced with 
optimized techniques used in cloud computing environment. 
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